PREFACE

In a thesis this is the only place where a scholar can write about the background of the work crossing the rigid periphery of the topic under study. The study entitled ‘Aspects of Donyipolo among the Minyongs of Arunachal Pradesh’, is the outcome of strenuous and meticulous work of the researcher with the help of many cordial people, particularly on the aegis of a stalwart supervisor. I am indebted to all those people who had immensely helped me to conduct the intended work in the stipulated time. I feel fortunate to conduct my work under the supervision of an eminent anthropologist and litterature, Professor Birinchi K. Medhi. Being a very meticulous person and having vast knowledge of the subject, he had guided me in the proper way to meaningfully conduct my work. Due to his able and painstaking guidance, I have learned pros and cons of culture and folklore and the process to knit the traits of those in my research work. My study would not have seen the light of the day without his learned guidance, constant encouragement, immense support and never ending patience to equipped his scholar with the zeal of a perfect teacher. I would ever indebted to my Guru Professor Brinchi K. Medhi and pray to the Almighty to have supervisor like this great man by all the research scholars.

Without the help of a good number of persons it is not possible to conduct a research work. Many a good souls had whole heartedly helped me in carrying out the intended study. I convey my sincere gratitude to all the cordial villagers
of my study villages, prominent personalities, and all the respondents, who had helped me immensely to collect empirical data in the field. Mention should be made of the helpful persons Mr. Tajum Tasung, Mr. Kaling Borang, Mr. Taran Jamoh, Head man of Rani village, with his family members, Mr. Nangir Jamoh, Mr. Tain Tamuk, Mrs. Olung Tamut, Mr. Kokope Tayeng, Mr. Okang Ering, Mr. Tangek Talo, Mr. Tasak Jerang, and to all those individuals whose name can not be included here due to the dearth of space. The priests and the religious practitioners of the study villages helped me wholeheartedly to collect primary data for my study which is standing on the pedestal of their religion. Despite of their busy daily schedule and preoccupations, they co-operated me immensely during my study with encouraging attitudes. I would like to remember throughout my life the kind hospitality received from the sympathetic villagers while visiting their habitats during my work. I offer my sincere apology for not mentioning each of their name here.

I am also grateful to Dr. Anil Kumar Boro, Head of the Department (i/c), and Prof. Kishor Bhattacharyya, Dr. Prabin Das, my honourable teachers of the Department of Folklore Research, Gauhati University, for their sympathetic attitudes during my study on the present endeavour. I should also acknowledge with deep gratitude the support of the office staff of this department. I am thankful to the libraries, viz., K. K. Handique Library, Gauhati University; Indian Council of Historical Research Library, Gauhati University, Library of Dibrugarh University, Dibrugarh, Assam; Rajiv Gandhi Central University, Arunachal
Pradesh; Directorate of Research, Government of Arunachal Pradesh, Itanagar; District Library and Research Centre, Pasighat, Arunachal Pradesh and Central Library, Itanagar, Arunachal Pradesh, for enabling me there to collect secondary data.

A debt of gratitude is owed to my father Late Lakshya Nath Kardong and my mother Mrs. Kunja Lata Taye for their constant help, encouragement and support for conducting this research work. I express my deep indebtedness and gratitude for both of them. I express my sincere gratitude to Fr. Biju Kanichery MSFS, and Mr. Kristop Gao, for their encouragement and moral support throughout my study.

I am obliged to my friends Miss Loukrakpam Dineshwori Chanu, Dr. Rajeev Kumar Singh, Dr. Bimla, Mrs Sagarika Mahanta, Miss Anindita Borah, Mrs Rupashree Hazowary, Mrs Soom Panging, Miss Romia Paron, Mr. Takar Jamoh, Mr. Jitesh Mathew and Miss Swapna Doley who had encouraged and assisted me wholeheartedly in various steps of my study.

Last but not the least, gratitude is owed to all the persons, whose names are mentioned or not mentioned here, who had helped me to initiate and conclude this endeavour.
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